
 

What a great Spring Term we are having! 

After Christmas our topic was  ‘All about Me.’ We did 

work around the book ‘Peace at Last’ including playing 

5 in the Bed and retelling the story using props. We also 

learnt about our homes by building Lego houses and tex-

tured houses, learning terms like ‘chimney’ and 

‘terrace.’ We learnt about our bodies by matching x rays 

to body parts and thinking about what clothes to wear for 

different weathers.  

This half term our topic is ‘I am Cooking.’ We all love this 

topic and are learning so many skills to support their in-

dependence. We have started a weekly Breakfast Club in 

which everyone is encouraged to cook their own break-

fast. We are learning how to use a microwave and toaster 

safely as well as how to crack and scramble an egg and 

open a tin of beans. This topic has been a great oppor-

tunity for some of us to develop our tolerance of touch-

ing, smelling and tasting different foods. In ICT we have 

used a program called ‘Choose and Cook’ to find the right 

ingredients to make different meals.  

There have been other exciting things going on this term. 

We have had music therapy as a whole class once a 

week , singing and playing different instruments including 

the Violin!  

For Chinese New Year our class made a Chinese Dragon 

which we paraded around the hall for our upper school 

party.  

We recently celebrated Science Week by carrying out a 

variety of exciting experiments. We made a coke and 

Mentos rocket, made giant bubbles and lots more! 

It was lovely to see some of you for the class visits and I 

hope you enjoyed seeing some of the wonderful learning 

we do in Cyan class.  
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